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DNA	Cloning	and	Its	Applica?ons	

•  DNA	cloning		

•  prepares	gene-sized	pieces	of	DNA	in	

iden>cal	copies	

•  cloning	vectors		

•  Small	DNA	molecules	into	which	foreign	DNA	

may	be	inserted	

•  Used	for	cloning	of	DNA		

•  Plasmids,	bacteriophages,	BAC’s,	YAC’s	
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•  Gene	cloning		

•  using	bacteria	(most	common)	

to	make	mul>ple	copies	of	a	

gene	

•  Foreign	DNA	is	inserted	into	a	

plasmid	

•  recombinant	plasmid	is	

inserted	into	a	bacterial	cell	

•  Bacteria	reproduce	

•  results	in	mul>ple	copies	of	a	

single	gene	

DNA	Cloning	and	Its	Applica?ons	
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Using	Restric?on	Enzymes	to	Make	Recombinant	DNA	
•  Bacterial	restric?on	enzymes	cut	DNA	

molecules		

•  at	specific	DNA	sequences	
called	restric?on	sites	

•  usually	makes	many	cuts	

•  yielding	restric?on	fragments	

•  most	R.E.’s	cut	DNA	in	a	staggered	
way	

•  producing	fragments	with	
“s?cky	ends”		

•  bond	with	complementary	
s>cky	ends	of	other	
fragments	

Fig.	20-3-3	
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Library	screening	

•  nucleic	acid	hybridiza?on		

•  Uses	nucleic	acid	probe		

•  DNA	sequence	complementary	to	the	target	gene	

•  Fluorescent	or	radioac>vely	labeled		

•  Can	iden>fy	a	clone	carrying	the	gene	of	interest	

•  Bacterial	colony	containing	clone	can	then	be	cultured	
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Fig.	20-7	
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TECHNIQUE 

• 

The	Polymerase	Chain	Reac?on	(PCR)	

•  polymerase	chain	reac?on,	PCR	

•  produce	many	copies	of	a	specific	

target	segment	of	DNA	

•  A	three-step	cycle	

•  hea>ng,	cooling,	and	replica>on	

•  chain	reac>on	produces	

exponen>ally	growing	popula>on	of	

iden>cal	DNA	molecules	
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TECHNIQUE 
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Gel	Electrophoresis	and	Southern	BloTng	
•  gel	electrophoresis		

•  One	indirect	method	of	
rapidly	analyzing	and	
comparing	genomes	

•  uses	a	gel	as	a	molecular	sieve		

•  to	separate	nucleic	acids	
or	proteins	by	size	

•  Electrical	current	is	applied		

•  causes	charged	
molecules	to	move	
through	gel	

•  Molecules	sorted	into	
“bands”	by	size	
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•  restric>on	fragment	analysis	

•  DNA	fragments	produced	by	restric>on	enzymes		

•  sorted	by	gel	electrophoresis	

Gel	Electrophoresis	and	Southern	BloTng	
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DNA	Sequencing	
•  Sanger	chain	termina>on	method		

•  DNA	fragment	sequencing	

•  ~1-5000nt	

•  Modified	nucleo>des			

•  aWach	to	synthesized	DNA	strands	of	

different	lengths	

•  Each	is	tagged	with	a	dis>nct	

fluorescent	label		

•  iden>fies	the	nucleo>de	at	end	of	

DNA	fragment	

•  sequence	can	be	read	from	

the	resul>ng	chromatogram	
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TECHNIQUE 
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•  Organismal	cloning		

•  produces	one	or	more	

organisms		

•  gene>cally	iden>cal	to	the	

“parent”	that	donated	the	

single	cell	

•  to?potent	cell		

•  can	generate	a	complete	new	

organism	

Cloning	organisms	
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Fig.	20-16	

EXPERIMENT 
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RESULTS 

Cloning	Animals:	Nuclear	Transplanta?on		
•  Soma>c	Cell	Nuclear	Transfer	(SCNT)	

•  nucleus	of	an	unfer>lized	egg	cell	
or	zygote		

•  replaced	with	the	nucleus	of	a	
differen>ated	cell	

•  Experiments	with	frog	embryos		

•  show	that	a	transplanted	nucleus		

•  can	o[en	support	normal	
development	of	the	egg	

•  However,	the	older	the	donor	nucleus	

•  lower	the	percentage	of	normally	
developing	tadpoles	

Fig.	20-17	
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Fig.	20-18	

TECHNIQUE 
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Problems	Associated	with	Animal	Cloning	

•  In	most	nuclear	transplanta>on	studies	

•  only	a	small	percentage	of	cloned	embryos	have	developed	normally	to	
birth	

•  Many	epigene&c	changes	must	be	reversed	in	the	nucleus	from	a	donor	
animal		

•  in	order	for	genes	to	be	expressed	or	repressed	appropriately	for	
early	stages	of	development	

Stem	Cells	of	Animals	
•  stem	cell		

•  unspecialized	cell	that	can	reproduce	itself	
indefinitely		

•  and	differen>ate	into	specialized	cells	
of	one	or	more	types	

•  embryonic	stem	cells		

•  Stem	cells	isolated	from	early	embryos	at	
the	blastocyst	stage	

•  able	to	differen>ate	into	all	cell	types	

•  The	adult	body	also	has	stem	cells,	which	replace	
nonreproducing	specialized	cells	

•  IPSC’s	

•  Induced	pluripotent	stem	cells	

•  Adult	cells	reverted	to	stem	cell	
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Fig.	20-20	
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stem cells 
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•  Single	nucleo?de	polymorphisms	
(SNPs)		

•  useful	gene>c	markers	

•  single	base-pair	sites	that	vary	in	
a	popula>on	

•  restric?on	fragment	length	
polymorphism	(RFLP)	

•  a	restric>on	enzyme	is	added	

•  SNPs	result	in	DNA	fragments	
with	different	lengths	

Diagnosis	of	Diseases	

Fig.	20-21	
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Human	Gene	Therapy	
•  Gene	therapy		

•  altera>on	of	an	afflicted	
individual’s	genes	

•  holds	great	poten>al	for	trea>ng	
disorders		

•  traceable	to	a	single	
defec>ve	gene	

•  Vectors	are	used	for	delivery	of	genes	
into	specific	types	of	cells	

•  Ie	bone	marrow	

•  Virus	vectors	turned	out	to	be	
problema>c	

Bone 
marrow 

Cloned 
gene 

Bone 
marrow 
cell from 
patient 

Insert RNA version of normal allele 
into retrovirus. 

Retrovirus 
capsid 

Viral RNA 

Let retrovirus infect bone marrow cells 
that have been removed from the 
patient and cultured. 

Viral DNA carrying the normal 
allele inserts into chromosome. 

Inject engineered 
cells into patient. 
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•  Transgenic	animals		

•  made	by	introducing	genes	from	one	species		

•  into	the	genome	of	another	animal	

•  pharmaceu>cal	“factories”	

•  “Pharm”	plants	are	also	being	developed		

•  to	make	human	proteins	for	medical	use	

Protein	Produc?on	by	“Pharm”	Animals	and	Plants	

Forensic	Evidence	and	Gene?c	Profiles	

•  gene?c	profile		

•  An	individual’s	unique	DNA	sequence	

•  can	be	obtained	by	analysis	of	>ssue	or	body	fluids		

•  can	be	used	to	provide	evidence	in	criminal	and	paternity	cases		

•  and	to	iden>fy	human	remains	
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•  short	tandem	repeats	(STRs)	

•  gene>c	markers		

•  varia>ons	in	the	number	of	
repeats	of	specific	DNA	
sequences	

•  PCR	and	gel	electrophoresis	are	used	to	
amplify		

•  and	then	iden>fy	STRs	of	different	
lengths	

•  The	probability	that	two	people	who	are	
not	iden>cal	twins	have	the	same	STR	
markers	is	excep>onally	small	

Forensic	Evidence	and	Gene?c	Profiles	

This photo shows Earl 
Washington just before  
his release in 2001, 
after 17 years in prison. 

These and other STR data exonerated Washington and 
led Tinsley to plead guilty to the murder. 
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